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Lancaster PB569 crash in Broekhuizenvorst  04-02-1945 

 

 

Intro. 

In the winter of 2015 I researched a Halifax crash in Broekhuizenvorst 

registration NA294 on 18-12-1944. I visited Wies Peeters a local 

researcher that knew about the crashsite. He pointed me to the area 

where a few years ago the landing gear of that Halifax was recovered 

by a farmer who’s machinery was tangeled up with the landing gear 

while farming his land.   
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I took some pictures of the gear and showed them to Thijs Hellings 

my collegue from Planehunters. Thijs is a master in recognizing parts 

of WW2 aircraft and immedialtely told me the main landing gear was 

from a Lancaster and not from a Halifax. 

 

 

Investigation. 

Now this was strange because it was 100% sure the Halifax crashed at 

the location where the gear was recovered. Pieces from the halifax 

wreckage where found bearing the prefix 57 what proves it is from a 

Halifax and the dead crew was buried in the surrounding village. But 

where did the Lancaster landing gear come from? 
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First I researched the registered Lancaster losses in the Venray area. I 

found only one possible match:  the Lancaster PB569 that crashed on 

03-02-1945 in the neighboorhood of Venray according information 

from Dutch Airwar Studygroup 

 

Furthermore a article in “Aircrew remembered” had the 

crashlocation of this Lancaster as 2 kilometers east of Swolgen. Now 

that is about the position where the landing gear was recovered from 

the field by the local farmer.  

Investigating the types of gears from both aircraft types I found out 

they are quit different but...to my surprise several halifax aircraft  

had due to shortages in the war a Lancaster landing gear (Dowty 

build) and was called the Halifax V (orginal Halifax II).  The Halifax 

normally had the Messier gear. For comparising left the Lancaster 

gear, right the Halifax gear. 
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The Halifax NA294 that crashed was a Halifax III and not a Halifax II 

so that excluded the possibilty that it was a Halifax with Dowty gear. 

Below the crash location in Broekhuizenvorst with Sjaak de Veth. 
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Lancaster parts as proof. 

After a few visits from Sjaak and myself to the crashsite with a 

metaldetector lots of parts were found, but only 2 parts that also 

proved it was a Lancaster crash sites besides the landing gear off 

course. 

The PB569 was a Lancaster III with a Packerd Merlin engine. The 

Halifax III had a Hercules engine. 

1) Benny found a  Merlin part on a Lancaster crashsite in Belgium 

and we found the exact same part in Broekhuizenvorst. 
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Benny’s find                                              Joop’s find 

 

2) Furthermore an identification plate was discovered that had the 

same DRG number “3-211” that was found somewhere else in 

Germany on a Lancaster crashsite. 
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Some other finds included the Airspeed indicator, brakeshoe, oxygen 

connector heavily damage by the crash and lots of unidentified 

objects that could have been from both types aircraft. 
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By now I was pretty sure that this was the crashsite from Lancaster 

PB569 but the final proof had to be found.  

Conformation by Volkel. 

So next I contacted Toon van de Wetering from the study group 

Airwar Volkel. Luckily they had researched the same crash as well and 

our findings matched perfectly. Documents in their posession show: 

5 crewmembers were found at the crashlocation ( Ordell, Scurr, 

Reynolds, McKaskill and Killen) and buried close to the wreckage at 

11-3-1945 by 183 field Coy, Royal Engineers. Osborne was found 

dead in the neighboorhood of Swolgen on 15-2-1945 and buried in 

Venray at St.Oda from the Zusters Ursulinen by 155 Field Ambulance, 

Royal Army Medical Corps. Harper ended as a POW. 

 

F/Sgt R.K. McKaskill                        Sgt C.Scurr 
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The village of Broekhuizenvorst was evacuated due to the front line 

in November 1944 untill about april 1945 and explaines that nobody 

in Broekhuizenvorst had any knowledge about this crash.  

All the crew members are re-buried at the Englisch cemetry in 

Mierlo. Below a copy of the form. (picture Hans Steenmetz) 

 

 

Mierlo cemetry 
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Epiloog. 

Further investigation on the Halifax crashsite showed that the Halifax 

NA294 explded high in the air and parts were scatterd all around 

Broekhuizenvorst. The larger parts on the south/west site of the 

village. And some parts came down in the same area were the 

Lancaster PB569 crahed about 2 month’s later. 

For the history club from Broekhuizenvorst this discovery was a 

surprise and in the near future a new plate will be added below the 

existing monument from the Halifax NA294 to remember the brave 

crew of Lancaster PB569. 

 

 

Research team: Sjaak de Veth / Thijs Hellings / Joop Hendrix 

 

Also thanks to: Documentatie groep Volkel and Hans Steenmetz 
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